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Service manual
2011-2016  |  early 2017 models

www.jetthruster.com

Manufactured by
Holland Marine Parts B.V.

Jet Thrusters: 
JT-30 / JT-50 / JT-70 / JT-90

All our products are manufactured according to CE regulations.
We keep the rights to change descriptions, graphs or statements,
which are required for technical development of our Jet Thruster systems.
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 Electrical
 Installation

Electrical installation
Jet Thruster models 2011-2016/early 2017

Electrical components and lay out of the controls have been replaced by the Jet Thruster controller unit.
For service and maintenance reasons we keep these diagrams available in this manual.
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The Series Parallel Switch creates a temporary 24V environment out of two 12V batteries to power the  DC motor from the pump unit.

The switch itself operates at 12V. The moment the Jet Thruster system activates, 12V power activates the coil that makes the switch 
connects the battery cables. Automatically the connection will break if the Jet Thruster stops running.

- Connect F and G from the Series Parallel Switch with F and G at the
 pump unit. Use a 2x 2,5mm2 cable.

Note. If the Series Parallel Switch does not  engages,  the Jet Thruster 
will run at 12V. This implicates that less thrust force will be provided by 
the pump unit.
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optional
Series Parallel Switch

Electrical Installation Jet thruster Single

Battery 1
dedicated Jet Thruster battery

Battery 2
dedicated Jet Thruster battery

master fuse

Is your boat is equipped with a 12V circuit but you need 24v to run the Jet Thruster? 
Not a problem with use of our Series parallel Switch!
This system uses two dedicated 12V batteries to create a temporary 24V circuit that powers the 24V Jet Thruster.

- Battery Positive to 
 free contact at contactor relay

- Connect  A  connection from 
 pump unit to battery negative

Positive: max 50cm/20” 
Negative: max 50cm/20” 

Battery cable length max 1m/3.3ft in total: 
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A B C D E F G G +

joystick

Switch A and B wires at contactor support
if joystick control needs to be reversed.

+ Serie Parallel Switch / Electrical Air valve to: F

- Serie Parallel Switch / Electrical Air valve to: G

-+

Service battery

12V to 
control circuit

Note: 
Do not use the dedicated Jet Thruster 
battery to power the 12V 
Jet Thruster control circuit

Fuse 15A A

B

+

Terminal at pump unit

Connect       to minus 
of battery one, 
cable already present.

G
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Installing the Jet Thruster Combi
(2011-2016 Electrical controls)
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-+

service battery

-+

service battery

Electrical diagram for connecting Single and Dual joystick control

    Use a service battery to power the Joystick. Do not use a dedicated Jet Thruster battery to power the Joystick Panel.
    Do not operate both joystick units in a dual helm setup at the same time.

Step 1: For the installation of the joystick + front plate; drill a hole 70 mm (2 ��₄”) in diameter, 2x for combi joystick (overlapping).

Step 2: Connect the + cable (red) of the joystick (with fuse 15A) to the 12V ignition switch or a control panel and connect the  
  ground wire (green/yellow) to the ground of the ship’s circuit. 

Do not use the dedicated battery that powers the electrical motor of the pump unit to power the control circuit of the Jet Thruster!

    The joystick operates on 12V, for vessels with a 24V installation a dc-dc converter must be applied.

Step 3:  JT Single: Pull one cable* (3x2.5mm2, 14 AWG) from the joystick to the actuator support on the pump unit. Connect
   this cable with the screw connectors on both the actuator support on the joystick and the pump unit, marked A and B.
   *Jet Thruster Combi: 5x2.5mm2 (14 AWG)
   Connect the primary side of the green Elfin joystick contact with the srew connector marked with + at the contactor 
   support on the pump unit.

Note:  In case of Dual helm setup, repeat step 1-3 to install a second Joystick control => The wire pairs AB from Joystick 1,
   and AB from Joystick 2, have to be connected with the AB connection to Contactor support at the Pump unit.

85 mm (3.3”)

128 mm (5”)

85 mm (3.3”)

85 mm (3.3”)

A1

B1

A2

B2

B

A

(+12V) 

Primary side of joystick.
Connect with positive screw 
at pump unit screw terminal
marked with +

Primary side of joystick.
Connect with positive screw 
at pump unit screw terminal
marked with +(Ground)
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Electrical installation Jet Thruster Combi

The electrical connection of the Jet Thruster Dual includes two different phases.

A:  12V or 24V power supply for the electric motor of the pump unit, depending on specific Jet Thruster system. 
 In the case of a 12 Volt vessel’s circuit, the 24 Volt Jet Thruster systems JT-50, JT-70, and JT 90 should be provided 
 with 2 batteries and a series parallel switch for the correct connection method of this switch.

B: Connection and power supply of the control and operation of the Combi system. 
 Take note, the power supply for the relay unit is 12V!

 Do not use a battery that powers the motor of the pump unit to power the control circuit of the Jet Thruster! 
 The battery that powers the Jet Thruster should be used for this purpose only!

The 3-way valves for the Jet Thruster Combi are standard equipped with a relays unit and 10m (31 ft) neoprene cable. 
(5 x 1,5mm2, 16 AWG)

          Do not disconnect, remove or change the standard provided cables from the 3-way valve and the relays unit. 
          This will void the warranty.

Step 1: Select position for valve and relays unit. Protect the electrical components from water. It is preferred to place 
 the 3-way valve relay unit to be accessible for inspection.

Step 2: Pull the provided neoprene cable (5 x 1,5mm2) from the position where the valve is located to the actuator support 
 on top of the pump unit. If necessary the cable can be extended with similar cable. (Cable type H07RNF)
 Please note: do not combine different colors in the pairs. This can damage the system!

Step 3:  Pull a cable (5 x 2,5mm2, 14 AWG) from the joystick to the actuator support on to connect the joy stick with the 
 AB AB screw connectors on the joystick and on the Actuator support.

Step 4: Attach 1 circuit of this at step 3 mentioned 5 x 2,5 mm2, 14 AWG cable (1 x 2,5mm2, 14 AWG) from the primary side 
 of Joystick to the + screw connector on the actuator support.

V-101-00

Valve relay unit
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Jet Thruster Combi
How to adjust the Valve time relays:

Note: Any valve that closes rapidly at the end of a pipeline will cause fluid hamer. To avoid  this fluid hammer in the Jet 
Thruster Combi system,  both valves  are equipped with a time relay that keeps the valve open after the operator let go of the 
joystick. Built up water pressure, and the velocity of the water will be released before the valve will be automatically closed 
by the system. 

Every Jet Thruster Combi installation is different, and therefore the timer relays in the valve relay unit have to be custom 
adjusted. The factory preset is 2 seconds. 

Use a small screwdriver to make adjustments 
to the time relay that is in the Relay Unit Box 
which is attached to the Valve. 

Note: there has to be a minimum of 1 second 
between the bow and stern valve.

Factory Valve closing delay preset: 
One valve 2 seconds, other valve 3 seconds. 
If adjustments are made, make sure to extend 
by increasing the delay for every valve by 
ONE second accordingly.

Note:
Rapidly changing the thrust force from port to starboard or vice versa will cause fluid hammer in the Jet Thruster Combi 
system. The possible time to switch thrust to order side without fluid hammer will be different in every installation. 
The operator of the Jet Thruster system has to be familiarized with the actual time  to switch without hearing the fluid hammer. 

When dual operated, (Bow and Stern Thruster at the same time)  a fluid hammer can occur if one of the joysticks will be let 
go, or during the operation one valve is turned in opposite direction. The fluid hammer will be less because the water pres-
sure is divided between bow and stern. The operator has to familiarize himself with this phenomena.

Do not adjust

Adjust in steps
of ONE second

Do not adjust

Valve relay unit time relay

Note: 
Do NOT make adjustments to the 
similar relay on the pump unit.
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Is your boat is equipped with a 12V circuit but you need 24v to run the Jet Thruster? 
Not a problem with use of our Series parallel Switch!
This system uses two dedicated 12V batteries to create a temporary 24V circuit that powers the 24V Jet Thruster.

Series Parallel Switch

Battery 1
dedicated Jet Thruster battery

Battery 2
dedicated Jet Thruster battery

master fuse

Electrical Installation Jet Thruster Combi

- Battery Positive to 
 free contact at contactor relay

- Connect  A  connection from 
 pump unit to battery negative

Positive: max 50cm/20” 
Negative: max 50cm/20” 

Battery cable length max 1m/3.3ft in total: 
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Service battery

BR1 BR2A1 C1B1 D1 A2 +G GFED2B2 C2

5 x 2,5 mm2, 14 AWG

Switch A and B wires at contactor support
if joystick control needs to be reversed.

+ Serie Parallel Switch / Electrical Air valve to: F

- Serie Parallel Switch / Electrical Air valve to: G

Terminal at pump unit

(+)
12V

A1

B1

A2

B2

fuse

Relay unit Valve 1 Relay unit Valve 2

12V to 
control circuit

Note: 
Do not use the dedicated Jet Thruster 
battery to power the 12V 
Jet Thruster control circuit.

-+

+

Connect       to minus 
of battery one, 
cable already present.

G
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Electrical diagram Jet Thruster Combi
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JT30 / JT50 Vertical pump position (2011-2016 models)

The setup of the vertial Jet Thruster pump unit is ideal for engine rooms with less draft and few space available. 
The pumpunit is mounted directly on the water intake. The intake itself can be shut and if necessary the pumpunit can be 
removed for maintanence or other purposes.

 Make sure to apply the IP protective cover in gasoline areas.
 Make sure there is enough space available to place this cover. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 ip cover (optional) P-263-00

Pump head

Flange withangle position 00 I-605-00
(pre-assambled at factory*)

*Depending on angle of hull 5 
different flanges are available 
to keep pump motor vertical.

Butterfly valve I-603-00

Guide ring I-601-00

Waterintake I-600-00

 5° 
 15°  25°  35° 
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Drill a 102mm/4inch hole in the vessel plating. 
Drill 8x 12,5mm - 1/2inch holes 

I-600-00 
Use the provided Drill pattern to correctly drill the required holes.

Apply Sikaflex 291i of 3M 5200 polymer sealant to securely mount the 
Water intake I-600-00 and flange into the hole, make sure to apply 
enough sealant on each part of the flange. The polymer sealant provides 
if applied  correctly a very strong seal. If necessary smoothen the surface  
of vessel plating in order to provide a flat spot on which the flange will 
attach. Make sure the Water Intake is well installed and makes a good 
contact with the vessel plating. 

Inside the vessel
Make sure the vessel plating has a leveled, smooth and clean surface 
where the guide ring I-601-00 is placed over the flange and bolds of the 
water intake. Check  strength of the vessel plating. If necessary locally 
reinforce the position of the Water Intake to ensure the strength and 
integrity of the vessels hull. In case of doubt consult a professional boat 
builder.

Slide the PVC  guide ring (I-601-00) on the part of the flange and bolds 
that are in the boat. If necessary thoroughly smoothen the inside of the 
hull to create a flat surface on to which the PVC flange will be placed. 
Apply Sikaflex 291i to the side that contacts the vessel plating, flange 
and bolds. 
Make sure to provide an excellent waterproof connection!

1

2

3

Sikaflex 291i

Sikaflex 291i

Procedure to install the water intake assembly
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Place the buttefly valve (I-603-00) on top of the pvc ring. Make sure to 
check the opening direction of the lever is not obstructed. The valve has 
to be opened fully for a correctly functioning system.

    Remaining length of studs used to fix the angled pump flange.

Apply the provided SS316 support flanges I-602-00 in a pattern accord-
ing to picture 4.  Connect the butterfly valve with the parts that lay 
beneath it by fastening the 4 nuts. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE NUTS, 
THIS WILL DAMANGE THE VALVE! Only when the 4 flanges are correctly 
installed in the receses of the valve the pump unit can be removed 
when the boat is in the water. 

Place the pump unit with pre-assembled angled flange on top of the 
butterfly valve.

Fasten all 8 nyloc nuts to create a watertight connection of all parts.

Angled flange to assure vertical position of pump unit on a sloped hull. 
Note: pre-assambled at Holland marine parts 
 (available in 5 different angles).

   Example; I-605-00, 0-degree flange

4

5

6
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IP protective cover for gasoline engine areas

 All electrical DC Jet Thruster motors are thermally protected from overheating. If there is no sufficient cooling
 provided by means of fresh air,  this thermal protection will limit operating time of the system. 
 Provide sufficient cooling at any time!
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